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Background

All Europeans who want to set up their own business,

whatever their profile, should receive active support. This

is in essence the message underpinning the Better

Incubation project funded by the European Commission.

- Brigitte Fellahi-Brognaux, Head of Unit, European Commission DG EMPL
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Background
Listed among the top reasons to release the untapped potential of social and inclusive 
entrepreneurship are 

a) to attract and retain the best talent; 
b) to better serve consumer markets, including those in which UREs are the main 

customers;
c) to enhance diversity and improve overall performance in the workplace and 

economy, and 
d) to address future demographic change

Transforming progressively the dominant mind-set of incubation is certainly a positive step 
in unleashing the entrepreneurial potential of URGs and social economy initiatives. Indeed, 
businesses that receive tailored support from incubators have higher survival rates, create 
more jobs and generate more revenues. 
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Overview 

Better Incubation aims to kickstart an
“eco-systemic” change bringing incubation 
and business support services closer to the 
whole society to promote entrepreneurship 
and self-employment as means to create jobs, 
develop skills and give unemployed and 
vulnerable people an opportunity to fully 
participate in society and the economy.
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Overview 

5 Communities of Practice (CoPs) with 37 

members from 19 countries

● 5 underrepresented groups (Women, 

Youth, People with disabilities, Migrants 

and Refugees, Seniors)

● 11 calls per CoP, amounting to over 80h 

of online calls

● 103 good practices, programs, tools and 

resources, collected and processed

● 27 empathy interviews, collected and 

processed

● 21 incubation pilot programs by 

EU|BICs and Impact Hubs in 14 countries

● 133 supported entrepreneurs / would-

be entrepreneurs
3 impact-driven 

ventures selected 

for the Better 

Incubation Scaling 

Programme

4 publications

● Better Incubation Best 

Practices

● Better Incubation Toolkit

● Better Incubation Insights 

Paper 

● Better Incubation 

Roadmap 

● 10 inspirational videos

15 regional policy workshops in 

14 countries and 1 EU policy 

workshop

8 Investors for Impact presented 

over 6 Switch Pitches

4 international events

● 2 Inspirational Webinars | SEAP

● 2022 EBN TechCamp powered 

by BI

● BI at EVPA Annual Conference

3 online training courses

● Social Entrepreneurship 

(2021): 69 participants, 46 

BSOs, 19 countries

● Social Impact Management 

and Measurement (2021): 

24 participants, 21 BSOs, 17 

countries

● Inclusive Entrepreneurship

(2022): 105 participants, 71 

BSOs, 39 countries

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/betterincubation.eu/communities-of-practice/__;!!DOxrgLBm!Hpy_bR7MXTF07F8NnCXm-o1I1whKToG0QbbJLFhFeTCC8ehy2gK6qp5wZAZCCcKTzmzjmYGDXvhARaXZwVF0TBYRj51sUHD3LA$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/betterincubation.eu/better-incubation-contest-2022-scaling-impact-winners/__;!!DOxrgLBm!Hpy_bR7MXTF07F8NnCXm-o1I1whKToG0QbbJLFhFeTCC8ehy2gK6qp5wZAZCCcKTzmzjmYGDXvhARaXZwVF0TBYRj50ZLnbaIQ$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/betterincubation.eu/2021/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Collection-of-Best-Practices-in-Inclusive-Entrepreneurship_Final.pdf__;!!DOxrgLBm!Hpy_bR7MXTF07F8NnCXm-o1I1whKToG0QbbJLFhFeTCC8ehy2gK6qp5wZAZCCcKTzmzjmYGDXvhARaXZwVF0TBYRj51sQTOViA$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/betterincubation.eu/2021/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Better-Incubation-toolkit-2022.pdf__;!!DOxrgLBm!Hpy_bR7MXTF07F8NnCXm-o1I1whKToG0QbbJLFhFeTCC8ehy2gK6qp5wZAZCCcKTzmzjmYGDXvhARaXZwVF0TBYRj51fd2u0HQ$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/betterincubation.eu/inspiration/__;!!DOxrgLBm!Hpy_bR7MXTF07F8NnCXm-o1I1whKToG0QbbJLFhFeTCC8ehy2gK6qp5wZAZCCcKTzmzjmYGDXvhARaXZwVF0TBYRj50E1Dwm0g$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/betterincubation.eu/training/__;!!DOxrgLBm!Hpy_bR7MXTF07F8NnCXm-o1I1whKToG0QbbJLFhFeTCC8ehy2gK6qp5wZAZCCcKTzmzjmYGDXvhARaXZwVF0TBYRj519Qyzwlg$
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Towards 
a cultural paradigm shift in the 
entrepreneurial ecosystem 
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Better Incubation Policy Recommendations

● PROGRAMMATIC LEVEL > Better Incubation CoPs & Insights 

Paper on Inclusive Incubation Pilots

● ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL > Better Incubation Roadmap

● ECOSYSTEMIC LEVEL > Regional Policy Workshops & EU Policy 

Workshop

3 levels of

RESEARCH 

ACTION

REFLECTION

Individual business incubators are not going to be able to change the culture and institutional practices around social and inclusive entrepreneurship alone.

Besides focusing on their internal capacities, the project approach is also outward looking to the wider ecosystem, considering broader cultural and institutional change 

needed
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Better Incubation Resources

https://betterincubation.eu/publications/

https://betterincubation.eu/publications/
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Policy Recommendations
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Issue #1 FOSTERING AN INCLUSIVE 
ENTREPRENEURIAL CULTURE
To bolster the potential of social and underrepresented entrepreneurs (UREs)/would-be entrepreneurs, raising awareness on social and inclusive entrepreneurship remains a priority.

What needs to be done/ where policy can be 

instrumental

• Change the narrative

• Use role models

• Gain awareness of the entrepreneurial ecosystem’s 

• Listening to the voices of URGs

• Design with them 

• Understand and overcome language barriers and 

cultural biases

• Invest in entrepreneurship education

How BSOs are contributing

• BSOs can develop and adopt the right strategies, 

language, tools, channels, skills and networks. 

• Technology incubators can become an entry point for 

technology-based firms with growth potential 

established by URGs or encourage business models 

which use technology to deliver solutions to social or 

environmental problems.

• BSOs to train social actors, education stakeholders and 

policymakers promoting and stimulating social and 

innovative entrepreneurship in society.
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Issue #2 ENTREPRENEURSHIP SKILLS 
AND SUPPORT
To offer UREs more chances to succeed with their entrepreneurial ideas and ventures, access funding opportunities and scale their business, access to business support services and 
programmes needs to be encouraged and facilitated. 

What needs to be done/ where policy can be 

instrumental

• Business skills development 

• Design with them

• Meet the specific needs

• Intersectionality

• Soft skills

• Digital skills

• Unconventional” support infrastructures” 

How BSOs are contributing

Do not reinvent the wheel

• train incubation programme managers and staff

• focus on pre-incubation programmes to offer basic entrepreneurial 

skills and boost confidence

• opt for flexible and agile approaches

• offer “safe and comfortable spaces”

• offer mentoring and tutoring services for UREs

• encourage peer support & cross-fertilisation opportunities 

• enrich programmes with a focus on soft and digital skills

• integrate business support services with tailored measures and 

initiatives such as emotional counselling, babysitting services, sign-

language, etc
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Issue #3 ACCESS TO FINANCE
Access to finance is a key challenge for all entrepreneurs and the cultural barriers in finance make it even harder for URE entrepreneurs to access finance.

What needs to be done/ where policy can be 

instrumental

• Use and showcase a variety of financial instruments

• Help UREs understand digital solutions such as 

crowdfunding

• Train investors

• Increasing the representation of URGs 

• Promote collaboration between BSOs and investors

How BSOs are contributing

• Focus on financial skills

• Reduce cultural bias in networking events and demo 

days

• Understand selection criteria of investors for impact

• Establish partnerships with investors for impact to 

tailor non-financial support
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Issue #4 IMPACT
Track impact at all levels (entrepreneurial, programmatic, organisational and policy levels) is paramount to building a strong and convincing argument for social and inclusive 
entrepreneurship.

What needs to be done/ where policy can be 

instrumental

• Invest in adequate disaggregated data collection & 

analysis

• Harmonising data collection 

• Support BSOs in better understanding the value of 

Impact Management and Measurement 

frameworks for them and their clients 

How BSOs are contributing

• BSOs need to conduct a systematic collection and 

tracking of relevant data

• BSOs’ impact assessment of programmes dedicated 

to UREs codesigned with them

• Help social entrepreneurs and impact-driven 

entrepreneurs define simple and clear IMM to meet 

investors’ impact expectations

• Set up an open feedback loop with policymakers and 

the other relevant stakeholders to communicate 

findings and allow them to shape inclusive policies 

and programmes accordingly.
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Issue #5 ACCESSIBILITY
Inclusion is about making information, infrastructures, and services truly accessible to all. 

What needs to be done/ where policy can be 

instrumental

• Facilitate access to consistent and updated 

information about entrepreneurship

• Address legal issues through policies to allow for 

URGs to participate in entrepreneurship

• Destinate appropriate resources to ensure 

accessibility of incubation infrastructures and 

services

• Define more detailed guidelines to support people 

with different types of disabilities on their 

entrepreneurial journey 

How BSOs are contributing

• Rethink and simplify the language used in 

promotional materials, and the entrepreneurship 

jargon and business terminology, in general, 

• Staff and incubation managers need to be trained on 

the specific needs of the different target groups and 

in particular of people with disabilities.

• Hire staff/business coaches that come from diverse 

backgrounds/cultures

• Choose appropriate channels to reach out to 

underrepresented groups and keep them engaged 

throughout the support programme.

• mobilise the entrepreneurial ecosystem to connect 

UREs with peers, mentors, experts, investors, and 

other relevant stakeholders
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Issue #6 NETWORKS
Encouraging formal and informal networks for entrepreneurs, BSOs and other stakeholders in the ecosystem is critical to unlock and supporting the entrepreneurial potential of 
underrepresented groups

What needs to be done/ where policy can be 

instrumental

• Build networks and communities that go beyond 

“usual partnerships”

• Promote public networking activities between UREs 

with different profiles, entrepreneurs and 

mainstream business networks.

• Promote entrepreneurial opportunities through 

informal networks.

• Create new and/or improve existing online 

platforms to develop new connections – across 

sectors, regions and countries.

How BSOs are contributing

• Stimulate new partnerships within their territories 

and with other territories 

• Set up wide referral networks with social actors and 

organisations that are constantly supporting target 

groups .

• Encourage informal networks allowing UREs to build 

trust and confidence by connecting with peers.

• Offer UREs tailored support packages meeting their 

specific challenges while facilitating and enabling 

interactions with the other entrepreneurs in the 

incubator.
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Issue #6 NETWORKS
Encouraging formal and informal networks for entrepreneurs, BSOs and other stakeholders in the ecosystem is critical to unlock and supporting the entrepreneurial potential of 
underrepresented groups

A NETWORK OF NETWORKS

Pan-European and international networks like EBN, IHUB and EVPA 

need to stimulate mainstream BSOs to broaden their scope to social 

and inclusive entrepreneurship support by fostering collaboration 

among their members, sharing lessons learned and best practices to 

fine-tune support, and valorising networks’ complementarities.
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Key Highlights
1| The human-centric approach.
Working with UREs showed how BSOs must be ready to go beyond the usual entrepreneurial needs. When accompanying a

would-be entrepreneur/entrepreneur from a vulnerable group, you also accompany his/her personal story and growth, and you can’t

disregard it when working on their entrepreneurial ideas. Many time, offering incubation services to these groups means offering an

opportunity to boost self-confidence, a safe space where to try out new ideas and test personal skills and capacities.

2 | The orchestra.
Inclusive incubation is a lot about managing and supporting complexity. Complex cultural and social backgrounds, complex

regulations, complex financial settings that require different expertise, knowledge, and networks that need to work in synergy to

maximise the impact of the offered support.

3 | The journey.
A journey is made of a thousand steps, but it has to start somewhere. Choose your first step, look at your local context,

understand the needs, the opportunities, and design together with your stakeholders the first/next steps. Define a simple impact

assessment framework and use it as a compass to steer the direction, look at the work already done and improve it. Try to move

from a programmatic approach to a more systemic one, this leading to a wider and long-lasting impact within your

organisation and for the wider ecosystem.
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https://ebn.eu/2022/12/22/tn11untapped-innovation-potential/
https://betterincubation.eu/better-incubation-policy-recommendations-are-out/

https://ebn.eu/2022/12/22/tn11untapped-innovation-potential/
https://betterincubation.eu/2021/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/D2.3_Better-Incubation_Policy-Recommendations_Edit.pdf
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Thank you

Website www.betterincubation.eu

Email Chiara.Davalli@ebn.eu

Twitter https://twitter.com/BetterIncub

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/company/better-incubation/

http://www.betterincubation.eu/
https://twitter.com/BetterIncub
https://www.linkedin.com/company/better-incubation/
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